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What makes a product description sell well?

Often people only include (read: copy-paste) the technical 

information of a product in their description. The material it’s made 

from and the size of the product. 

 

Which is useful - but it doesn’t sell your product.

 

We’ve put together a comprehensive list of what your descriptions 

need in order to persuade your traffic to buy. 

You’ll learn how to:

Who we are

ShopHelper is your answer to Shopify support. We’ve completed over 10,000+ tasks for online businesses all 

over the world. ShopHelper is powered by Zyber, a global leading webdesign company.

 

ShopHelper offers ongoing support for you and your Shopify store at competitive prices. You’ll stress less & 

sleep better knowing that ShopHelper is taking care of your design & development tasks.

Make your description easy to read

Write descriptions that create desire

Include elements that make your customer feel safe
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Is it easy to read?

1.

More often than not, people will throw in what they’ve got straight from the supplier, or they try to 

write the description themselves. The thought of readability doesn’t really come into it. 

 

Which isn’t good. You want the process to be as easy as possible for your shopper. You want them 

to feel like they need your product.
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1 Is it easy to read?

Let’s start with readability.

How do you make your product description more readable? It’s really simple.

You break up chunks of text. You remove unnecessary words. You make your point in as few words as possible.

Bullet Points & Lists

If you’ve got important info in your description, bold it to make it unmissable. If you’ve got a small piece of 

additional info, italicize to make it look noticeably different to your regular text.

 

Whether you’re bolding text or italicizing it, make sure it only covers a few words or a single line of text. If you 

bold or italicize any more than that, you’ll make your text unreadable.

How long should sentences be?

It’s best to keep your sentences around 10-12 words long. This keeps things short and sweet. Long winded 

sentences are difficult to process, so avoid them at all costs.

Bullet Points & Lists

If you’ve got a lot of information, a list, or lots of numbers - it needs to be bulleted. 

Items on your bullet point list should relate to one another. If you have to list words that don’t relate, create 

separate lists. If you have instructions, use a numbered list to keep the steps easy to understand.

List of related things

 

• Flowers

• Bumble bees

• Spring

List of instructions 

 

1. Do this first

2. Then do this

3. Lastly, do this
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Is the copy directed at the buyer?

2.

Do your descriptions focus on the product, rather than what the product can do?

It’s ok. You’ll learn how to fix it.
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2 Is the copy directed at the buyer?

What the description should do is describe what the product will do for the customer. 

How it will make a difference to their life. 

And how it’ll solve a problem for them. Whether they’re aware of the problem or not.

 

You can easily do this by using the words ‘you’ and ‘your’ throughout your description. This makes your 

description relatable. It allows the reader to visualize themselves using your product.

 

Turn features into benefits by using ‘you’. Keep reading for some simple examples you can use.

It’s easy to turn a feature into a benefit when you use the word ‘you’. 

Buyer-directed copy examples

Rather than saying: 

“5.7oz / 161g”

“6” screen size” 

 

Say this:

“The light weight makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go.”

“With the glare-free 6” screen, you’ll find it easy to read in any light.” 

 

“Good and detailed product descriptions are essential when 
the customer can’t see and touch the products before buying”
Jakob Nielsen, Usability Expert

Spotlighted Links From April-December 1999
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Does it answer their questions?

3.

If you’re wanting someone to buy your product online, you need to give them the answer to any 

question they may have
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3 Does it answer their questions

If they were shopping in real life they could ask the store staff. But they don’t have that when they’re shopping 

online.

 

So you need to have the answer to every question they may have. 

And these answers need to be easily found. 

If your customer has to go all the way to the checkout to see shipping costs, you’ll lose them.

 

If the sizing info isn’t readily available it’s highly likely they’ll want to return the product.

 

By providing important information on your site, you reduce worry, fear, and uncertainty for your shoppers.

These questions are easily taken care of when you supply your reader with care instructions, size guides, 

shipping information, and your money-back guarantee.

 

If you have all of this information on your product page, you remove a lot of reasons for your shopper to leave 

your site.

 

But how do you fit all of this information on the product page?

Keep reading to learn about 3 easy ways to increase trust.

Questions your shopper may have

How do I know if it’ll fit?

What if it doesn’t fit, what’s their 

return policy?

How much is shipping? 

Do they ship to my country?

How do I look after this garment?

How long before I receive it?
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3 Does it answer their questions

Using tabs to break your text down

This involves copying and pasting a block of code 

into each product description. It looks a bit scary at 

first, but once you get the hang of it - it really is just a 

matter of copying and pasting.

 

You can use tabs to display Product Information, 

Shipping Information, Return Policy, and a Size 

Guide. You can create your own custom tabs to show 

whatever information you want. Using tabs also helps to break down and remove those ‘walls of text’, making 

your page a lot easier to read.

 

You can either code the tabs into your product description yourself, or you can use an app to do it for you.

Icons are a great way to instantly communicate a message. No one wants to read the 7 paragraphs of your 

return policy. An icon saying ‘30 day money-back guarantee’ gets the message across without your shopper 

having to put any effort in. 

 

It’s helpful if you link your icons to your policy, refund policy, or other info pages.

Get the point across with icons

By using icons your shopper can immediately see that you have:

A 30 day money back option

Don’t have icons for your site? Get in touch & we’ll design a set for you.  

Free shipping for orders over $50 International shipping available
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3 Does it answer their questions

Include a size guide

This can be as simple or as flashy as you like. Your size guide can be simple wording on a page, or you can use an 

app to display the information a lot nicer. 

 

Make sure to avoid using a table for your size guide. This is because tables aren’t responsive and get messy on 

small devices like tablets or mobiles.

 

Alternatively, use an image. But be careful.

 

Make sure your wording is large in size. Because images are responsive, it’ll be shrunk down to fit the small 

screen.

 

When you add an image as your size guide, test it on your mobile to see if you can still read it.

“The less familiar users were with an item, the more detailed 
information they wanted before deciding whether to buy it.”

Jakob Nielsen, Carolyn Snyder, Rolf Molich, Susan Farrel

E-Commerce User Experience: Product Pages (purchased PDF report)
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Writing Your Product Description

4.

Use this checklist to practice writing your product descriptions. You won’t need everything listed, 

but it’s best to include as much detail as you can.
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4 Writing Your Product Description

Does your description include the following?

Copy that gets to the point (10-12 words per sentence)

• Copy that’s arranged clearly (headings, bullet points, and lists)

• Product tabs

• Headings

• Subheadings

• Bullet points

• Number lists

• Focuses on the buyer and what the product will do for them

• Solves a problem

• Adds value to their life

• How they can use it

• Icons that get your policies across (e.g. returns & shipping)

• Returns policy

• Shipping info & costs

• Money back guarantee

• Include enough information to answer your shopper’s questions (“will it fit me?”)

• Size guide

• Shipping timeframes

“Poor product information accounted for 8% of the usability 
problems on the websites we tested.”
Jakob Nielsen, Usability Expert

10 High-Profit Redesign Priorities
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If you ever need help with your Shopify store, or guidance with where to go next, 

get in touch with us. Shopify is what we do day-in-day-out. 

We’re here for you, for whichever stage you’re at.

Vist ShopHelper.io

https://www.shophelper.io/

